
Christmas Window Box Treat Holder
By Twila Davis
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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:

• Stamps: Santa's Suit
• Inks: Garden Green, Cheery Cobbler
• Cardstock: 1" x 3" scrap of Whisper White, 
• Designer Paper: Be Merry
• Accessories: Mini Tinsel Trim, Tear Tape Adhesive, Glue Dots
• Tools: Simply Scored Scoring Tool, Stampin' Trimmer, Banner Triple Punch, Everyday Label Punch
• Miscellaneous: Window Sheets, Hershey Kisses



INSTRUCTIONS:

1.  Cut a piece of Designer Series Paper 6" x 7 7/8".  Score on the horizontal side at 3/8", 2 7/8", 4 1/8", 6 5/8".  Score lengthwise at 4 3/4".      
     Cut away the small rectangle in the bottom left hand corner.  Cut up to the bottom score as shown at the bottom of the DSP.   Trim a 
      little off the small side tabs. 
 

      

2.  Using the Everyday Label Punch, punch a hole in the lower front section about 1/2" from the bottom score line, being sure to have the 
     punch all the way in.

      

3.  Cut a (short)2" x 3" piece of Window Sheet and attach to the inside of window opening using Tear Tape Adhesive.  Next add a piece of 
     Tear Tape to the narrow side flap by the window opening.

      

4.  On the outside attach Tear Tape to the bottom flaps as shown.   

      

5.  Put box together being sure the narrow side flap is on the outside.  

                                      

6.  Stamp the "Jolly Christmas" saying and the little "Holly Leaves" in Garden Green and little "Berries" in Cherry Cobbler onto the 1" x 3" 
     scrap of Whisper White Cardstock in the middle of the strip.  Using the Banner Triple Punch, punch the end of the Cardstock off to form a 
     banner.   
 

      

7.  Fill the box about 3/4 full with Hershey Kisses or other treats. Fold the top of the box down about 5/8", folding it to the front.  Cut a 16" 
     piece of the silver Mini Tinsel Trim and wrap it around the top of the box twice and tie a bow to the side. Fringe out the ends of the tinsel.  
     Slide the little "Jolly" banner up underneath the fold and check to see if it needs trimmed.  When it fits, add a glue dot to the back of it and 
     slide it back up under the fold.    

     Your Christmas Window Box Treat Holder is finished!
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